Rowing proved its rising popularity yesterday afternoon when about fifty men accepted the meeting held in the Union. Commodore MacRae told of the past history and of the crew's work for the coming year, which will be confined to class-rowing.

Although a fee of three dollars was charged last year, no one will be forced to pay a membership fee this year. Everyone who can pay, however, is urgently requested to do so, as crew expenses are heavy.

The Commodore stated that each class would elect its own heads after the start of crew work next Monday. Each class crew, too, is to be subordinate to the Boat Club as regards the start of crew work next Monday. Class would elect its own heads after the start of crew work next Monday. Each class crew, too, is to be subordinate to the Boat Club as regards outside rowing. At the end of the term the new shells which will be rowed, the winner receiving a prize. In concluding, Mr. MacRae stated that the Class of 1916 would be procured, that rowing would become a varsity sport. It would not be rowed, the winner receiving a prize. In conclusion, he said that the Class of 1916 would elect its own heads after the start of crew work next Monday. Class would elect its own heads after the start of crew work next Monday. Each class crew, too, is to be subordinate to the Boat Club as regards outside rowing.

Two minutes' walk from all Tech Buildings. Unexcelled facilities; the most fastidious Bowler can enjoy this fascinating and healthful pastime. Alleys reserved and screened for private parties.

The concert will begin promptly at eight-fifteen in order that the dancing may start at ten o'clock.

The concert will begin promptly at eight-fifteen in order that the dancing may start at ten o'clock. The first point made is that students are bound sprearing about claims indulging in pleasantries and about those students who are pursuing their studies. The editor has apparently overlooked the fact that the Union is not a place primarily for the pursuit of studies, but for a place for social intercourse, and if students come there for the purpose of studying, they must put up with the conversation or other diverting influences of the Musical Clubs have ever held, the management has engaged an orchestra of fifteen pieces, this being twice the number used at previous concerts. The concert will begin promptly at eight-fifteen in order that the dancing may start at ten o'clock.

The concert will begin promptly at eight-fifteen in order that the dancing may start at ten o'clock.